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CMB and Aliens



molecular cloud      H2



life form     CHON



Life forms, refrigerators  
and all other irreversible processes

dS ≥ 0



Nealson and Conrad 1999

Prochlorococcus
100 octillion (1029) individuals
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How can complexity keep 
increasing if we are headed 

for a heat death?



entropy of universe

maximum entropy

Second law of cosmobiology

life
possible

life
impossible



The initial low gravitational entropy of the universe as the origin of design in nature. 
Lineweaver and Egan 2011  (Chapter in Origin of Design, Edt Seckbach et al, Springer

Astrophysical Journal 2010
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SBH ∝ k M2 

Black hole mass function
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George SmootJohn Mather 
2006 Physics Nobel Prize



Full Sky Map of the Cosmic Microwave Background 

COBE FIRAS and DMR instruments

The universe 380,000 years after the big bang.



The Initial Entropy Problem



kinetic energy dominated system: heat capacity > 0

gravity dominated system: heat capacity < 0









dS ≥ 0

"Temporal Provincialism" ?
you can't argue with a cup of coffee



time

minimum fluctuation from equilibrium
(spatially and temporally) 

compatible with our existence

the low entropy of our universe interpreted as  
a fluctuation away from an average equilibrium universe



V(to)= red line 
V(t)= grey area 

= comoving volume of the  
current particle horizon 

ΛCDM 
NB:  V is larger than the observable universe  

in the past and smaller than the  
observable universe in the future.

as time goes by,  
we see more of the universe 

which seems to be just like the  
universe we have been observing





If you have to invoke fine-tuning to pick out  
a low entropy initial condition from a gigantic  

equilibrium-dominated phase space,  
why not dispense with the imagined phase space 
and just start with the most natural low entropy 

initial condition you can think of. 

(cut out the middle man)



entropy of universe

maximum entropySmax





We, the living, should feel lucky. 
Just think of all the people who haven't been born.

Richard Dawkins

P  = Nliving  /  Nnon-living 
P  ~ 0



To determine probability, or luck, or 
"tuning"

you need to know: 
1) what has been selected 

and 
2) what it has been selected from

ie you need to know what is and 
what could have been.

Contrafactuals are problematic



P(k,t) ~ A T2(k,t) kn
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S(t) ~ P(t)?


